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Abstract Electric Spring (ES), a new smart grid technology, has earlier been used for providing
voltage and power stability in a weakly regulated/stand-alone renewable energy source powered
grid. It has been proposed as a demand side management technique to provide voltage and power
regulation. In this paper, a new control scheme is presented for the implementation of the electric
spring, in conjunction with non-critical building loads like electric heaters, refrigerators and
central air conditioning system. This control scheme would be able to provide power factor
correction of the system, voltage support, and power balance for the critical loads, such as the
building's security system, in addition to the existing characteristics of electric spring of voltage
and power stability. The proposed control scheme is compared with original ES’s control scheme
where only reactive-power is injected. The improvised control scheme opens new avenues for
the utilization of the electric spring to a greater extent by providing voltage and power stability
and enhancing the power quality in the renewable energy powered microgrids. Index Terms—
Demand Side Management, Electric Spring, Power Quality, Single Phase Inverter, Renewable
Energy.
Introduction

methods have been proposed both at the

Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) like

source-side and load-side to mitigate this

solar

indispensable

intermittency. Demand Side Management

components for a sustainable microgrid of

(DSM) has been used actively as a method

the future. However, their intermittent and

to attenuate the effects of renewable energy

unpredictable nature poses an issue of power

source intermittency. Various methods such

and voltage instability in the grid. Various

as direct load control, load scheduling,

and

wind

are
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energy storage etc. are used to implement

going to be quintessential elements in such

the DSM. However, they cannot be used in

future micro grids.

real-time like load scheduling or might be

They

have

great

potential

to

intrusive to customer like direct load

implement the concept of ES as illustrated

control. A new approach to DSM namely,

through various non-critical loads such as

Electric Spring (ES) was introduced by

electric

Ruietal.

refrigerators. The concept of ES can be

heaters,

air

conditioners,

and

Which is able to provide voltage and

extended further to improve the power factor

power stability in real-time. The authors in

in a renewable energy powered microgrid.

[1]–[8]

power

Since the ES is implemented through an

compensation to provide voltage support in

inverter and by utilizing its potential for

real-time and load shedding for non-critical

both

loads. In an ac system, a unity power factor

compensation [15] this could be achieved.

operation is desirable to improve efficiency,

The real power compensation has been

reduce

power

utilized to improve power balance in a three-

delivery, economical advantages on grid-

phase system [16] and to improve the power

side equipment etc. Power factor correction

factor without any voltage or power

(PFC) methods like passive capacitors and

regulation [17]. The RCD control [18] and

shunt

in

Novel _-control [19] are some of the control

conventional grid. Their placements are

techniques to incorporate power factor

determined by the reactive load and losses in

correction. Electrical parameters of the

the distribution system. With increase in

system and grid voltage (input voltage) are

non-linear loads and advancement in power

required to implement the control scheme

electronics, devices such as DSTATCOM

introduced in [19] and the control strategy

are being employed to improve the power

won’t be a demand-side solution. Control

quality. In future microgrids with substantial

scheme in [18] decouples grid voltage

distributed renewable energy sources, it is

regulation and PFC of the ES-associated

desired that we look at power factor

smart load. In this paper and in [14], we

correction as a DSM issue. Buildings are

demonstrate implementation of the electric

utilized

losses,

only

reactive

increase

condensors

work

active

perfectly

active

and

reactive

power
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spring

through

an

improvised

control

However,

these

methods
such

have

as

some

scheme to provide the power and voltage

shortcomings

frequency

stability and overall power factor correction,

dependency, high complexity, non-linearity,

an aspect that hasn’t been explored yet in the

poor or no filtering.

literature. Also, a comparative study of this

A system based on the Second Order

scheme versus conventional control scheme

Generalized Integrator (SOGI), as shown

of ES is also carried out and presented. In

used to generate the two orthogonal signals r

Section

a

(real variable) and Xi (imaginary variable)

conventional and improvised electric spring

[25]. The signal rhas the same magnitude

are illustrated. Also, single-phase to d-q

and phase as the fundamental of the input

transformation is discussed.

signal (X). The clean orthogonal signals

II,

the

characteristics

of

The modeling of ES and the

rand Xi are generated due to resonance of

improvised control scheme are explained

the SOGI at(grid frequency). This structure

and proposed in Section III. In Section IV,

generates

through

the

orthogonal signals without delay, and is

performance of the conventional ES is

frequency adaptive [25]. The single-phase d-

discussed. The improvised control scheme is

q transformation for the signals, r and Xi is

applied to the same system and results are

performed using a transformation matrix,

presented. Also, a comparative analysis is

Trgivenin (4) and the d-q components

performed between the two control schemes,

rotating in a synchronous reference frame

i.e., the conventional input-voltage control

are

and

input-voltageinput-

PLLcould be generated by using properties

current control scheme. The control scheme

of the single-phase d-q transformation which

verification through Hardware in Loop

would be employed in the proposed

(HIL) is presented in Section V. Final

improvised

remarks and conclusions. orthogonal signals

purposes of the control scheme the line

could be generated using transportdelay

voltage, VS would be used as signal for

block [20], the inverse Park Transformation

Generation of internal PLL rated angular.

[23], and the Hilbert transformation [24].

Frequency, in this case 100_ rps, is feed-

the

simulation

improvised

study

first

orthogonal

generated

using

control

signals,

(5).

An

scheme.

filters

internal

(For

the
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forwarded in the internal PLL). The internal

power can be of poor quality and many more

PLL ensures that the d-q transformation is

causes of such poor quality power.

independent of frequency variations and is

The electric

power

able to generate clean real and imaginary

industry comprises electricity

signals. Thus, by using the single-phase d-q

generation (AC

transform, a time-varying ac signal can be

transmission and ultimately electric power

converted to dc values and an appropriate

distribution to an electricity meter located at

controller.

the premises of the end user of the electric

POWER QUALITY

power. The electricity then moves through

2.1 Introduction

the wiring system of the end user until it

power), electric

power

reaches the load. The complexity of the
Electric

power

quality,

or

simply power quality, involves voltage,
frequency, and waveform. Good power
quality can be defined as a steady supply
voltage that stays within the prescribed
range, steady a.c. frequency close to the

system to move electric energy from the
point of production to the point of
consumption combined with variations in
weather, generation, demand and other
factors provide many opportunities for the
quality of supply to be compromised.

rated value, and smooth voltage curve
While

waveform (resembles a sine wave). In

"power

quality"

is

a

general, it is useful to consider power

convenient term for many, it is the quality of

quality as the compatibility between what

the voltage—rather than power or electric

comes out of an electric outlet and the load

current—that is actually described by the

that is plugged into it.[1] The term is used to

term. Power is simply the flow of energy

describe

and the current demanded by a load is

electric

power

that

drives

an electrical load and the load's ability to
function properly. Without the proper

largely uncontrollable.
2.2 Power Quality Deviations

power, an electrical device (or load) may
malfunction, fail prematurely or not operate

2.2.1 Voltage

at all. There are many ways in which electric
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•

Variations

in

the peak or RMS voltage
important

to

are

different

•

both

types

nominal voltage drops below 90% for

of

more

equipment.
•

"Under voltage" occurs when the

than

1

minute.

The

term

"brownout" is an apt description for

When the RMS voltage exceeds the

voltage drops somewhere between full

nominal voltage by 10 to 80% for 0.5

power (bright lights) and a blackout (no

cycle to 1 minute, the event is called a

power – no light). It comes from the

"swell".

noticeable to significant dimming of

•

regular

A "dip" (in British English) or a

incandescent

lights,

during

"sag" (in American English the two

system faults or overloading etc., when

terms are equivalent) is the opposite

insufficient

situation: the RMS voltage is below the

achieve full brightness in (usually)

nominal voltage by 10 to 90% for 0.5

domestic lighting. This term is in

cycle to 1 minute.

common usage has no formal definition

power

is

available

to

Random or repetitive variations in

but is commonly used to describe a

the RMS voltage between 90 and 110%

reduction in system voltage by the utility

of nominal can produce a phenomenon

or system operator to decrease demand

known

or to increase system operating margins.

•

as

"flicker"

in

lighting

equipment. Flicker is rapid visible

•

"Overvoltage"

occurs

when

the

changes of light level. Definition of the

nominal voltage rises above 110% for

characteristics of voltage fluctuations

more than 1 minute.

that produce objectionable light flicker
has

been

the subject

of ongoing

research.
•

Abrupt, very brief increases in

2.2.2 Frequency
•

Variations in the frequency.

•

Nonzero

low-

voltage, called "spikes", "impulses", or

frequency impedance (when

"surges",

draws more power, the voltage drops).

generally

caused

by

large inductive loads being turned off, or
more severely by lightning.

•

a

load

Nonzero high-frequency impedance
(when a load demands a large amount of
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current,

then

stops

demanding

it

equipment distortions, and losses and

suddenly, there will be a dip or spike in

overheating in transformers.

the voltage due to the inductances in the

Each of these power quality problems

power supply line).

has a different cause. Some problems are a

Variations in the wave shape –

result of the shared infrastructure. For

usually described as harmonics at lower

example, a fault on the network may cause a

frequencies (usually less than 3 kHz)

dip that will affect some customers; the

and

higher the level of the fault, the greater the

•

described

as

Common

Mode

Distortion or Interharmonics at higher

number affected. A problem

frequencies.

customer’s site may cause a transient that

on one

affects all other customers on the same

2.2.3 Waveform

subsystem. Problems, such as harmonics,
and

arise within the customer’s own installation

current ideally follows the form of a sine

and may propagate onto the network and

or cosine function, however it can alter

affect other customers. Harmonic problems

due to imperfections in the generators or

can be dealt with by a combination of good

loads.

design practice and well proven reduction

•

The

•

oscillation

of

voltage

Typically, generators cause voltage
distortions and loads cause current
distortions. These distortions occur as

equipment.
2.3 Linear and Nonlinear Loads
HARMONICS

oscillations more rapid than the nominal
60 Hz, and are referred to as harmonics.
•

The

relative

contribution

of

harmonics to the distortion of the ideal
waveform is called total harmonic

Low

harmonic

content

in

a

waveform is ideal because harmonics
can

cause

frequency sine wave, expressed as additional
sine waves of frequencies that are a multiple
of the generated frequency. They are
expressed as third, fifth, seventh etc

distortion (THD).
•

Defined as deviations from the fundamental

vibrations,

buzzing,

harmonics, denoting their frequency as a
multiple of the primary wave frequency.
HARMONIC DISTORTION
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Non linear distortion of a waveform

Foremost

characterized by the appearance in the

definition are gas discharge lighting having

output

the

saturated ballast coils and thyritor (SCR)

fundamental component when the input

controlled loads. The nature of non-linear

wave is sinusoidal.

loads is to generate harmonics in the current

HARMONIC CONTENT

waveform. This distortion of the current

of

harmonics

other

than

among

loads

meeting

their

waveform leads to distortion of the voltage
A measure of the presence of
harmonics in the waveform expressed as a
percentage of the fundamental frequency.
The total harmonic content is expressed as
the square root of the sum of each of the
harmonics

amplitudes,

expressed

as

waveform. Under these conditions, the
voltage waveform is no longer proportional
to the current. Non Linear Loads are:
COMPUTER, LASER PRINTERS, SMPS,
REACTIFIER,

PLC,

ELECTRONIC

BALLAST, REFRIGERATOR, TV ETC.

percentage of the fundamental. Non linear
distortion of a waveform characterized by
the appearance in the output of harmonics
other than the fundamental component when
the input wave is sinusoidal.
2.4 LINEAR LOAD
AC
voltage

electrical

and

current

loads

where

the

waveforms

are

sinusoidal. The current at any time is

2.6 EFFECTS OF HARMONICS ON

proportional to voltage. Linear Loads are:

NEUTRAL EARTHING

POWER

FACTOR

CAPACITORS,

IMPROVEMENT

INDESCENT

LAMPS,

HEATERS ETC

In a 4-wire three phase system, the
fundamental currents at any instant will
always add up to zero in the neutral.

2.5 NON-LINEAR LOAD

However, the third harmonic of each phase

Applies to those ac loads where the

is always in phase with those of the other

current is not propotional to the voltage.

two phases. As a result, rather than
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canceling each other (as is the case with the

renewable energy powered grids. Further in

fundamental), they are additive and May

this paper, by the implementation of the

well

loading

proposed improvised control scheme it was

problems. As an example: a three phase

demonstrated that the improvised Electric

system has 100 amperes load and each phase

Spring (a) maintained line voltage to

contains 30% third harmonic. The harmonic

reference

current flowing through the neutral will be

maintained constant power to the critical

three times. 30% of 100, or 90 amperes at

load, and (c) improved overall power factor

the three times of the fundamental frequency

of the system compared to the conventional

(150 Hz for 50 Hz systems) Ref. current

ES. Also, the proposed ‘input-voltage-input-

wave diagram. Therefore, it is recommended

current’ control scheme is compared to the

to use neutral of minimum double the

conventional ‘input-voltage’ control. It was

capacity since total load on the system in

shown, through simulation and hardware-in-

consideration of Linear loads and Non

loop emulation that using a single device

Linear loads. It is also advised to use single

voltage and power regulation and power

phase UPS/Loads wherever possible with

quality improvement can be achieved. It was

individual neutral in place of using three

also shown that the improvised control

phase

high

scheme has merit over the conventional ES

frequency and skin effect the current flows

with only reactive power injection. Also, it

on the other surface of the conductor and

is proposed that electric spring could be

also to minimize neutral impedance, it is

embedded in future home appliances [1]. If

preferred to use number of conductors in

many non-critical loads in the buildings are

parallel in place of single neutral conductor.

equipped with ES, they could provide a

lead

to

serious

UPS/Loads.

Due

neutral

to

the

voltage

of

230

Volt,

(b)

reliable and effective solution to voltage and
Conclusion

power stability and intensitypower factor

In this paper as well as earlier literatures, the
Electric Springwas demonstrated as an
ingenious solution to the problem of voltage
and

power

instability

associated

with

correction in a renewable energy powered
microgrids. It would be a unique demand
side management (DSM) solution which
could be implemented without any reliance
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information

and

communication
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